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From the medieval Verge & Foliot clock to the Harrison H4 timekeeper -  
joint physical aspects of the improvement in accuracy 

Dieter Roess 

 

Introduction 
From about 1300 until around 1700 the simple and sturdy Verge & Foliot turret clock (V&F)1 was 
the common public timekeeper, announcing time by one or two hands at a dial, and clocks triggered 
at hour or quarter hour intervals. In view of its broad application, its accuracy seems to have fulfilled 
the then public needs.  
Accuracy useful for astronomical observation had been achieved in small precision clocks with the 
Cross Beat escapement, invented 1584 by Jost Bürgi [1]. It uses two one-pallet verges coupled to two 
foliots. The complicated construction prevented its use in public clocks. 
After the discovery of the oscillatory characteristics of a pendulum, a Verge & Pendulum (V&P) clock 
was demonstrated by Ch. Huygens in about 1656 [2], replacing the foliot by a pendulum, and achiev-
ing a substantial gain in accuracy. As the change of V&F clocks into V&P ones was easy, public 
clocks were transformed within a few decades (thus, it is doubtful if current V&F turret clocks sur-
vived in original state). 
The next improvement was the introduction of the anchor instead of the verge at about 16602, com-
bined with a pendulum or spring, which became the basis of most future improvements3. 
Surprisingly, in 1759 John Harrison [3] returned to the verge (and spiral) escapement in his famous 
H44, which was an outstanding landmark in accuracy, for the first time allowing a simple calculation 
of geographical longitudinal distance and revolutionizing the position-finding of ships on sea.   
There are no historical reports about the accuracy of the medieval Verge and Foliot clocks. A daily 
deviation of 15 minutes is quoted in many publications, with no reported source of such a value. With 
newly constructed clocks the author and others recorded daily fluctuations of about 1 minute over 
longer periods, with unexplained drifts and sudden jumps in between; comparable results were ob-
tained with a turret clock dated 1478 reconstructed by the author5. 
For the Cross Beat clock of Jost Bürgi, exhibited at the Landesmuseum Kassel6, an accuracy of ± 30 
s/d is quoted [1]. The verge and Pendulum clock of Ch. Huygens is reported to have achieved an 
accuracy of 10 s/d [4]. 
Anchor escapements achieve accuracies below 1 s/d if secondary influences are compensated, in their 
most refined versions below 1/100 s/day. 

 
1 picture of the famous Dover clock https://mostre.museogalileo.it/motoperpetuo/en/after-leonardo/between-uncertainty-
and-fraud/mechanism-for-a-bell-tower-clock-with-verge-escapement-and-foliot.html 
2 Robert Hook and William Clement both claimed to be its inventors. 
3 animated simulation see https://redfernanimation.com/the-anchor-escapement/ 
4 a very detailed animation: https://redfernanimation.com/the-harrison-timekeepers/ 
5 Roess “Wie genau gingen die großen Foliot-Turmuhren (Spindel mit Waag) des Mittelalters“ p. 38 CHRONOMET-
ROPHILIA No. 81 2017 
5 https://datenbank.museum-kassel.de/46943/0/0/0/0/4/0/objekt.html 
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The Harrison H4 is reported to have achieved an accuracy (being slow) of 5s in 81 days, on its first 
travel at sea [5]. 
Friction, Randomness and Accuracy 
There is a rich literature concerning the function of early clocks. The 1953 paper by von Bertele [6], 
and the 2004 paper by Kees Grimbergen [7] are of special historic interest The authors analyze and 
compare the V&F and the V&P and escapements. In these early treatments, as in those of most suc-
cessors, the crucial role of the drive weight as part of the V&F oscillator is neglected, denying the 
V&F escapement the characteristics of a “true” oscillator as consequence, and overestimating the 
contribution of the fall7- impact as drive to the pallets, compared to the much higher one of continuous 
torque. Very early, the high friction in the verge escapements was recognized, without analyzing its 
origin and its physical effect on accuracy. Taking into considerations these details, an understanding 
of all kinds of escapements under a general view can be achieved, and that is the goal of this paper. 
All escapements mentioned are damped oscillators with synchronous feedback from some mechanical 
energy source (a descending weight in the gravitational field or relaxing compression in a spring) to 
compensate the energy loss caused by friction in the escapement, the size and effect of which is highly 
different for diverse geometrical configurations.  
Independent of its value, constant friction should not lead to a deviation of oscillation periods, and of 
clock time as the sum of clock periods.  
Periodic changes in oscillator period, as caused by changing drive weight due to the varying active 
length of the rope or to a decrease of drive spring power, will lead to a periodic variation of period 
and clock time, that should average out in times longer than the periods of change. At the range of 
days, this is true also for interruption of the clock operation during winding up of weight or spring. 
In contrast, unforeseeable fluctuations of clock parameters as drive or friction, which can be classified 
as random either or both in time and size will lead to random fluctuations of period, the sum of which 
as clock time will not average out at any time scale. Rather, clock time will perform a “random walk” 
in time, that is unforeseeable in detail for the individual run. The deviation from standard time then 
will fluctuate within limits that increase with time. 
A common example of random walk is throwing a coin and betting on “head” or “tale”. In a regular 
game the changes should be 1:1. Randomness of the throws will let head or tail fluctuate at random, 
and the money accumulating at one player will follow a random walk. At the extreme, it is limited to 
the sum or loss of all bets within a “lucky strike”, but it will fluctuate within much lower limits at a 
“normal” one of many games. 
In the present analysis, the physical mechanism of fluctuations in friction is important. Hence, the 
phenomenon of random walk is visualized in some detail.  

 
7 fall: the free impact between one pair of tooth and pallet at release of the other one. 
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The phenomenon is conveniently studied using Excel, with its 
function for producing random numbers8.  

For a time-series (column A) the function in column B1 creates a 
random number between -1 and +1. Copying the first cell to the 
column creates a series of different random numbers.  When any 
cell in the table is activated by double click and Enter, an new 
series is created. 
The formula in column C is the sum of samples B and corresponds 

to the random walk of accumulated time. 
In figure 1 two series (red and blue) of random samples are superimposed in the left graph, corre-
sponding to fluctuations of the escapement period within a range of +-1. One may be misled to see 
some periodicities or singular disturbances, but there is just randomness. No systematic difference 
can be recognized between the two different sample runs. 
Figure 2 shows the fluctuation sums of 10 independent runs. They correspond to the difference of 
individual clock time runs against their average (standard) time. While the patterns may differ widely 
for individual runs, the time dependence of deviation from standard in most runs will stray within the 
red, dotted parabola, which characterize the square root of the number of samples with fluctuation 
between -1 and +1. This behavior has consequences as to the judgement of accuracy in clocks. One 

cannot base it upon the performance at a single run, as it may by chance have a close to zero random 
walk. One should observe a sufficient number of independent runs and then define accuracy as a 
proper average of them. Also, one cannot take the deviation at a certain time and then define accuracy 
as this deviation divided by the time interval involved: a random walk with wild fluctuations could 
just have crossed the zero line at that time9. 
The random pattern also characterizes the difficulty of tuning a clock operating close to its limits of 
accuracy, to some standard time. Deviation at a specific time is no good measure, as it may be far 
from the long-time average - “tuning” then may lead to a still stronger mistuning. A better measure is 
to use the average over a sufficiently long time; even this is no guarantee - tuning remains a trial-and-
error process as one approaches the limit of fluctuation. 

 
8 Zufallszahl() is used in the German version. It will be random() in the English one. 
9 Insofar, the report on the Harrison H4 being slow by 5s in 81 days does not say that its daily variation was 5/81 sec. 

Figure 2 Figure 1 
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Friction is a process at atomic scale and needs a simplified model to arrive at some applicable rules. 
It is generally assumed that the atomic process is close to proportional to  

• the relative speed between two contacting parts.  
• the pressure between contacting parts. 
• the amount of friction energy applied in a certain time (clock period).  

Relative speed of contact between tooth and pallet is changing during the period. It is zero at the 
oscillation maxima and also when pallet and tooth flank are parallel (at zero pallet arc for teeth that 
are not undercut). For the further discussion we will concentrate on friction energy and friction pres-
sure as the main factors for fluctuations in period. 
Friction energy 
In a clock escapement, the friction energy dissipated during one period is equal to the energy loss of 
the feedback energy source (the descending drive mass,  the spring unwinding) within that time. 
In a real clock, part of the friction energy is absorbed in bearings and contacts of the train: Ftrain. With 
careful construction and lubrication, by far most of the friction energy is absorbed in the central part 
of the escapement, the contact between tooth and pallet: FP . A small part of escapement friction is 
absorbed by air resistance to the fastmoving parts of the escapement – foliot, pendulum or balance, 
and is finally dissipated as heat to the air Fair.  

Energy loss of drive = Ftrain+ FP + Fair . , 
In general, friction in air is small compared to that in gear and pallet contact and must be considered 
only in high precision pendulum clocks. Train friction can be reduced by careful construction and 
lubrication yet is not negligible in turret clocks; there, it acts like as a reduction of the drive available 
at the pallet contact, introducing some stochastic element of its own. 
 Pallet contact friction FP is the largest consumer of drive energy in the early clocks, and its analysis 
is the interesting issue in this paper.  

 
V&F escapement. 

In the V&F (figure 3)10, the oscillator consists of interaction between the 
inertia I of the foliot and gravitational attraction g of the drive weight mass 
M, with Mg assumed to act directly upon the pallet11. When the foliot accel-
erates with increasing rotational energy, the drive weight descends, losing 
gravitational energy; when the foliot decelerates, the drive weight rises, 
gaining gravitational energy [8].  
This combination has no natural equilibrium position. To change direction, 
the maximum rotational energy of the foliot must be completely dissipated 
by friction and the same energy applied as feedback to achieve maximum 
rotational energy in the opposite direction of rotation. The energy absorbed 

 
10Basic picture in  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verge_escapement 

11 The torque exercised at the pallet is related to the torque of the weight at the bottom wheel barrel by the gear factor 
between bottom wheel and crown wheel (typically 10), and the radius relation of barrel and crown wheel (typically 1/2), 
resulting in a factor of typically 20.  

Figure 3 
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in one period for direction change corresponds to twice the maximum rotational energy of the foliot 
and is absorbed at the pallet/tooth contact.  

With I the inertia if the foliot, its rotational energy is ,  being the angular velocity 

(time derivative) of the foliot arc , M the mass of the foliot (mostly concentrated it its runners, the 
tuning weights at the foliot bar), and r the distance of Mass M from the foliot axis.  
While the dynamics (time dependence) of the angular velocity is quite complicated and needs two 
different nonlinear differential equation for complete description [9], one can describe the dependence 
of the oscillation period on the fixed escapement parameters at typical oscillation amplitudes and 
pallet length L approximately by the formula 12. 

 

The relation means that a certain oscillation period needs a well-defined relation of drive mass to 
foliot inertia. With typical data of a V&F turret clock: T = 8s; L = 2cm; I = 450000gcm2 (at M = 
500g; r = 30cm), the drive active at the pallet necessary to achieve rotation reversal corresponds to M 
≈ 70g. With a gear ratio of 10 between hour wheel and escape wheel, and a relation of wheel radii of 
2, drive weight mass at the hour wheel is about 1400g.  
In one period, the drive weight descends by 1 tooth distance of the escape wheel divided by the gear 
radii, to achieve the twofold reversal of foliot rotation and this loss in gravitational energy must be 
absorbed by friction at the tooth pallet contact.  
In between, the drive weight oscillates up and down, storing gravitational energy; yet the stored en-
ergy is less than 50% of the “dissipated one” at typical oscillation amplitudes. 
 

Verge and Pendulum in comparison to Verge and Foliot  
In the V&P (figure 4)13, the oscillator consists in the interaction between the rotational energy of the 
pendulum and the gravitational energy of the pendulum itself. Both are proportional to the mass of 
the pendulum and its distribution along its length14.  When the pendulum accelerates with increasing 
rotational energy, it descends - losing gravitational energy; when the pendulum decelerates, it rises - 

 
12 The formula is quite similar to the well-known one of the pendulum at very low amplitude. With the pendulum I=ML2, 
leading to  . The difference in period mainly results from L being the pendulum length of typically 60 to 100 

cm, or L being the pallet length of typically 2 to 3cm. 
12 https://redfernanimation.com/  
12 It is commonly assumed   that the pendulum mass is concentrated in a point-like bob at distance L from the center of 
rotation. 
12 https://redfernanimation.com/  
12 It is commonly assumed   that the pendulum mass is concentrated in a point-like bob at distance L from the center of 
rotation. 
 
13 https://redfernanimation.com/  
14 It is commonly assumed   that the pendulum mass is concentrated in a point-like bob at distance L from the center of 
rotation. 
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gaining gravitational energy. This is analogous to the energy exchange between foliot and drive 
weight V&F. 

This combination has a natural equilibrium position at minimum gravita-
tional and maximum rotational energy (the lowest position of the pendu-
lum center of gravity). Change in direction is automatically achieved by 
the unidirectionality of the gravitational field and thus sign of rotation 
change is achieved without energy consumption. To sustain constant am-
plitude, feedback must just restore the energy loss of the pendulum in air, 
in the bearings and the pallet friction for those two contributions.  
Thus, the total energy absorbed in one period at the pallet is much smaller 
in the V&P than in the V&F. The basic physical difference is the utiliza-
tion of the unidirectionality of the gravitational field in the pendulum for 
inversion of the sense of rotation, while in the V&T this is achieved by 
friction. 

The same argument holds for a verge watch with balance and spring. Here the symmetry of the elastic 
deformation of the spring creates a minimum potential energy point, that causes an automatic inver-
sion of the sense of rotation of the balance, without the need of inversion energy. 
In the differential equation of oscillators, friction energy is characterized by a friction coefficient R. 
It can be visualized and determined easily by measuring the exponential increase of amplitude from 
zero with drive weight applied, or by decay of an oscillation when cutting off drive weight (the latter 
procedure is not possible in the V&F, as the drive weight is both part of the oscillator and feedback 
source). The calculated left and middle graphs in figure 6 show both patterns for an equal, high friction 
coefficient. 

 
Figure 5 

The coefficient itself can be obtained by counting the number of oscillations Z till (1-1/e) of the final 
amplitude is achieved at increasing amplitude (left graph), or 1/e at decay (center graph). These mark-
ers are drawn in the graphs as horizontal red lines. In both graphs the number of full periods is Z = 
3.9, which corresponds to a friction coefficient R = 1/eZ ≈ 0.1 
The right graph shows a measured transient pattern of a new V&F clock. Here Z = 0.50 periods and 
R = 1/eZ = 0.7 

Figure 4 
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With an old Verge & Pendulum turret clock, about 7 periods were observed till decay of the pendulum 
amplitude to 1/e 15. This corresponds to R = 0.05. 
Thus, friction energy loss in the V&P escapement is about 20 times smaller than in an otherwise 
comparable V&F, as consequence of abolition of the inversion energy friction.  
 

Friction Pressure in Verge escapements 
Stochastic fluctuations in amplitude or period are assumed to largely be a consequence of friction, 
and friction caused material defects at pallet and tooth. Such an effect will be proportional to pressure, 
the quotient of friction energy divided by the area of contact. Therefore, it is important to analyze the 
size of the contact area. 
Observing a real verge escapement, one may get the visual impression that in acceleration the full 
width of the tooth drives the plane pallet, while in deceleration the pallet rim contacts the tooth front 
plane16.  Thus, the contact always seems to be along a line. 
Yet, this impression is misleading and due to the small arcs involved. In reality the contact is in a 
single point [9]. This fact can be argued quite generally: 

• Any point at the rim of the tooth or at its flank lies on a cylinder around the escape wheel axis 
• Any point at the pallet plane lies on a cylinder around the axis of the verge, which is perpen-

dicular to the one of the escape wheel. 
• Any point of the escape wheel tooth rim lies in a plane that is perpendicular to the escape 

wheel axis.  
These are three 3D-surfaces, which for geometrical reasons necessarily cut each other in a single 
point. Only when surfaces are degenerate (have common line or surface elements in 3D), they will 
cut along a 3D-curve or a plane (at zero pallet arc when pallet plane and tooth rim are parallel) 
The consequence of this is decisive. While it is difficult to define what a “line contact” or “point 
contact” means at atomic scale, it is obvious that friction pressure is by orders of magnitude larger in 
a point than in a line contact at equal friction energy.  
In a real physical contact, there will always a cushion of abrasion material and semifluid lubrication 
material between both solid materials, that distributes point or line pressure to some microscopic, but 
finite area. 
As this is a decisive postulate for the following discussion, it appears worthwhile to derive an analyt-
ical solution of the contact point path during a full oscillation.  

 
15 For this measurement the intermediary crown wheel should be detached, as it may have high friction loss that is not 
part of the oscillator loss, but of the clock gear. 
16 This is true for teeth without undercut. At high undercut the contact may be restricted to the tooth rim. 
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In figure 6 the geometric situation is illustrated.  
The edge of the tooth lies in the x-y plane. It moves in a circle 
around the z-axis of the crown wheel. 
The width of the tooth is characterized by two radii R1 and 
R2 in the x-y plane. The tooth edge is at angle y from the x- 
axis. 
The axis of the verge is perpendicular to the one of the crown 
wheel, oriented in the x-direction, and at distance d from the 
tooth plane. The pallet with length L moves in a circle around 
the verge axis. 

The pallet touches the inner tooth edge a distance r from the 
verge axis. It is at angle j from the z- axis. 

 

 
 

 

With these definition of the axis in space, the arcs involved and the distances from the axis, the three 
3D- surfaces are:: 

 

As the tooth is impenetrable, the tooth contact plane is different for positive and negative pallet arcs.  

The common points of two of these surfaces result as lying on 3D-lines, 1+2 with j > 0 resulting in 
the flat circle of the tooth tips, 2+3 in the 3D cutting line of the verge and the escape wheel cylinders, 
with variable parameters R and r.   

The common points of all three surfaces result as a single point. 
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For given parameters d and j  the three surfaces have just one common point.  

The limits of parameters are 

 

1) With a solid, impenetrable pallet, and the far tooth limit being more distant from the escape 
wheel axis than the close one, the contact point is at the outer limit for positive arcs and at its 
inner one for negative arcs. 

2) The distance from the verge axis cannot be larger than the pallet length.  
3) The x-position must be real.  

Figure 7 shows the calculated distance of the contact point at the pallet plane from the verge axis as 
function of the verge arc. The pattern starts at the impact of the tooth at the pallet (black vertical line), 
close to the minimum distance d from the verge axis. 
 For better visual demonstration, the tooth thickness (R1-R2) and the pallet parameters d and L (in 
centimeter) are chosen larger than in a typical V&F clock. The graphs represent teeth without under-
cut, and with knife edge rim and flanks. 
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The contact evolution is quite complex, with 
eight phases in one half oscillation.  
1.) After impact, due to the inertia of the foliot 
the pallet moves against the pressure of the tooth 
in deceleration, with the outer tooth edge contact-
ing the plane. 
2.) At zero arc the contact point jumps to the in-
ner edge of the tooth flank, contacting the pallet 
rim (vertical line). 
3.) The tooth is driven further back by the pallet 
rim driving the inner tooth flank rim. At a maxi-
mum arc the foliot comes to rest.  
4.) The direction of motion is reversed under the 
pressure of the tooth. Now the inner tooth flank 

rim drives the pallet rim. 
5.) At zero arc the contact point jumps to the outer edge of the tooth flank rim contacting the pallet 
plane. 
6.) The pallet plane is driven by the outer tooth edge of the tooth, till it reaches the pallet rim at the 
vertical gray line.  

7.) The tooth rim slides along the pallet rim till its outer edge loses contact at the vertical green line. 
8.) After release, the foliot will progress further under its inertia to arcs beyond the contact range, 
while the opposite tooth has hit the opposite pallet, decelerating the foliot till it comes to rest and 
reverses direction again.  
The main phases are analogous to everyday experiences of friction: 

• Tooth in contact with pallet plane: needle scratching along a plane surface. 
• Pallet rim in contact with tooth flank: two knife edges scratching along each other. 

Figure 8 shows the typical trace of the outer tooth edge at the pallet plane during the long accelerating 
phase (6). Here the parameters are chosen as in a turret V&F clock: R1 = 15cm; R2 = 14.5 cm; d = 
1cm; L = 2.5 cm. In red, the trace at the pallet plane is shown with these parameters. 

Figure 7 
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At arc zero the trace starts at distance -d 
from the verge axis and moves toward the 
pallet rim -L in a curved line. Then the outer 
tooth edge escapes, and the tooth rim slides 
along the pallet rim at constant distance L 
from the verge axis, till final escape at the 
pallet inner edge. 
To illustrate the influence of tolerances, two 
additional curves are shown. For the green 
one, d was increased by 0.05, correspond-
ing to a difference in tooth height of 0.05 
cm. For the black one the outer radius of the 
tooth was increased by 0.5, corresponding 
to a radial displacement of 0.5 cm. At con-
stant tooth height, the traces start at the 
same point and then drift apart. For differ-
ent tooth height, the traces start at different 
points d, and cross each other.  
The issues important for experimental ver-
ification are: 
 

 
1. There exists a distinctive curved trace of point contact at the pallet plane. 

2. Tolerances between individual teeth will lead to different parallel or crossing traces. 
The derived arguments also hold when the flanks and rim edges of the tooth are not straight but 
rounded, as by wear. Then the point of contact will wander around the rim and edges during oscilla-
tion. 

Experimental evidence 
Evidence of pointwise contact in the Verge Escapement 

The following experimental results were obtained with a newly constructed V&F clock of very low 
friction bearings. The escape wheel has 43 teeth; The foliot period is 8.37s. One hour corresponds to 
430 foliot periods. 

High pressure at the contact point should lead to considerable abrasion within a short time. Indeed, 
with pallets and teeth of steel, one visually observes black smudge within initially clear grease after 
just a few hours of operation.  

Abrasion at the pallet will be higher than at a single tooth, as interaction is n-fold there, with n = 43 
the number of teeth. 

To get reproducible results, runs of several weeks duration were started with new pallets of spring 
steel, chosen because of its well-defined flat surface, in combination with teeth of mild steel. They 
were lubricated just once, at start. The edge of the pallet was ground and polished at 45 degrees. 
Figure 9 shows photos of the pallet surface under different inclinations and illuminations, after 50 

Figure 8 
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days of operation under constant parameters. The clock was run at the arc of close to negligible ther-
mal variation [10] (oscillation within ± 50 degrees), and with an 8s- remontoir for constant drive. 
Thus, the predominant influence on operation was friction.   

In the photos. the overall curvature of the average contact trace is well visible. One recognizes a 
slightly varying length of the path, which corresponds to a variation in arc.  

The dimensions of the pallets are 20mm x 20mm, those of the scratches 2.0 mm x 8.0 mm. 

The deep lateral incisions of the plane are direct indication of a close to pointwise contact. The wear 
along the pallet rim can be recognized. 

The abrasion depth is between 1/100 to 1/10 mm, the amount of removed material larger than 
0.001*0.2*0.5 cm3 = 10-4 cm3. At a density of 7g/ cm-3 the removed material has a mass of                   
7x10-4 g, which corresponds to the order of 10-4*1022 = 1018atoms. The 5 weeks run duration corre-
sponds to 3.6 105 Periods of 8.37s. This results in an abrasion of 1018/3.6*105 ≈ 3*1013 atoms per 
period. Considered at the atomic scale, this is an impressively high value, resulting from numerous 
changing point events along a single trace.  

In the photos, the total path at the pallet has a width of about 2 mm, which corresponds to about the 
thickness of the teeth. Measurement of the tooth tip axis radius gave a maximum variation of about 
0.25 millimeter, less than the path width. This seems to contradict the claim of pointwise interaction. 

Figure 9 
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For further study, a short a run of 4 hours was performed, with the verge position lowered to separate 
the path from the former long-time path. The result is shown in fig 10, under different illuminations. 

The left pattern is that of the long run. The right pattern demonstrates the overall path being much 
thinner in the short run than the tooth width. 

The detailed photo reveals that even in the short run there are several very thin grooves. Their distance 
is in accordance with the variation of the radii of the teeth.  

This leads to the following model: with a new plane pallet surface, the first tooth creates a microscop-
ical thin and deep groove by abrasion. Following teeth with close to identical radius R and depth d 
will deepen and broaden that groove.  Teeth with markedly different radius and depth will create 
slightly displaced and overlapping grooves. At some time, friction has eroded the originally leading 
edge of teeth and the contact point shifts along the tooth width: the pattern will fill the full tooth width 
and the interaction point may walk back and forth along it. 

As during such a shift other teeth dig into old grooves, the process is accompanied by unpredictable 
jumps in friction.  

An analogy consists in a pointed stick digging across a plowed field along or slightly oblique to the 
furrows. 

To minimize the possibility that the effect is produced by a vertical shift of the verge under influence 
of moisture or temperature on the suspension filament, the foliot was suspended by a thin strip of 
invar steel. It could have happened that the verge vertical position had changed by some unknown 
mechanical disturbance. Yet, similar patterns were registered at different new pallets in independent 
runs (corresponding with figures 9, 10).  

It should be noted that the pressure of the teeth on the pallets has a substantial component in the up or 
down direction of the verge, varying with arc. Together with the elasticity of the suspension, these 
would assist microscopic vertical shifts at a corroded pallet surface. 

Figure 10 
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Independently of these abrasion effects, a scatter in period could be caused by lateral shifts of the 
escape wheel axis, affecting d. To limit this, its position was fixed by an axial ball bearing at the end 
of the shaft, against which the axial component of the torque was pressing.  Yet, with the high leverage 
of the effect some contribution to scatter cannot be excluded. 

The experimental result indicates that the average friction is accompanied by a multitude of stochastic 
changes at the atomic time scale, that will add up to a corresponding stochastic element in the verge 
period. It also indicates that there are random changes in the mean contact paths, that should show up 
as longer-term stochastic contributions. 

 

Experimental evidence on stochastic components at the foliot period level  

The following experimental result were obtained with a newly constructed V&F clock of typical turret 
clock dimensions [9]. 

Foliot period was measured with an optical gate and a digital PC-stopwatch of 1/1000 s resolution. 
No care was taken tuning the mean period to exactly its nominal period of 8.37s in standard time, as 
the interesting issue was changes in clock time.  

Figure 11 shows foliot period p for 9 revolutions of the crown wheel of 43 teeth. The vertical grid 
indicates one revolution. Period varies within about ±0.1 s. One recognizes some periodic patterns 
per revolution, due to nonuniformities of the teeth. In addition, there is random fluctuation within 
close limits, contributing about 50% of the total scatter. 

 

 

Figure 11 
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Figure 12 shows fluctuations for the first 1300 revolutions of the escape wheel in the same experiment, 
including the data of Figure 11. At this larger time scale, wild fluctuations of longer time duration are 
visible, than cannot be accounted for by any periodicity in the clock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In view of the last paragraph, they are interpreted as random shifts of the active contact zone, while 
the limited fluctuation in fig 11 shows random fluctuation of friction at momentarily established local 
friction patterns. It is to be noted, that in the large fluctuations the short-term random part is about the 
same as in more stable periods. 

Figure 13 compacts period (left) and scatter data (right) of 4 different days in a continuous long run, 
with four of them at enlarged time scale.  

 

• 10.4.2022 
• 24.4.2022 
• 17.5.2022 
• 10.7.2022 

 

Figure 12 
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Scatter (stabwna in Excel) is the variance of data within a given number of samples (here 10 or 50).  
This measure reduces short time data complexity, while enhancing strong deviations.  

The overall picture is that it takes substantial time till large fluctuations become rare, while base scat-
ter reduces early to some average value of 0.04 s. At the short duration of 17.5.22, scatter seems to 
have settled to a mild equilibrium pattern without large excursions. Yet, the data of 10.7. 22 show that 
no longer-term equilibrium exists.  

 

Experimental evidence of stochastic influence on clock time  

The experiments were extended to observe fluctuation of time at the hour level. 

Figure 14 shows the hourly data over the full run of close to 13 weeks (primary vertical grid; the 
secondary grid indicates days). The upper graph contains the deviation of the hourly periods from the 
mean, the lower one scatter within 6 hours. There is a 1 ½ week pause caused by travel and a short 
pause for taking photos of the pallet.  

It takes 2 weeks to arrive at relatively stable scatter between 1 to 2 s/h. A few days before and after 
the longer pause scatter indicates instabilities again. 

Figure 13 
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The experiment ran from 10.4.2022 to 10.7.2022, starting with new pallets.  Hourly data were col-
lected by means of a mechanical switch at the barrel wheel and measured in standard time by the 
digital clock at high resolution. The mechanical uncertainty of the switch was below 0.1s. 

 

Overall, after a short initial drop, the clock becomes slower for about a week (corresponding to de-
creasing friction), stabilizes for about two weeks, and then becomes faster for 5 weeks (increasing 
friction). After he pause, it seems to stabilize again for three weeks, accompanied by increasing strong 
fluctuations. This overall pattern was reproducible for different runs. 

In figure 15 the deviation of total clock time from the average of the first day (standard clock time) is 
shown for 5 independent one week runs with long-used pallets. The pattern looks very much like a 
random walk. There is one run (red) with fluctuations of just a few seconds per day, that returns to 
standard time after one week. In other runs, daily variations range from part of a minute to 2 minutes, 
while at the end of the week the deviation from standard time is in the range of one minute to 6 
minutes. 

Figure 14 
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In view of the random walk model, the clock could be categorized as having a typical weekly variation 
of about 2 minutes.  

 
Verge and Pendulum and Cross Beat escapement 
The verge and pendulum escapement (fig. 16) suffers from the same pointwise friction as the Verge 
and Foliot one, with strongly reduced total friction energy per period because of the automatic reversal 
of rotation. 
The Cross Beat escapement (fig. 17) was an innovation as to friction pressure, while still suffering 
from the need of high friction energy for reversal of the foliot rotation.  

Figures 16 and 17compare the ge-
ometry of the V&P [11] to the one 
of the Cross Beat.  
In the Cross Beat, there are two fo-
liots, with the corresponding pal-
lets at their respective axis. This al-
lows the foliot axis to be parallel to 
the one of the escapement wheel.  

 

 
As consequence, the cylinders around foliot and escapement wheel axis are degenerate and cut in 
straight lines.  

Figure 15 

Figure 17 Figure 16 
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In the cross-beat escapement, contact between tooth and pallet is along a line at all arcs. Hence pres-
sure is highly reduced compared to the V&F, at the same friction energy. In comparison to the V&P, 
it has the advantage of line contact, yet requiring the high friction energy of the V&F for reversal. A 
knife edge gliding on a parallel surface would be an analogy.  
Coupling the two pallets with their separate staffs, which in the V&F and V&P are on a single verge 
staff, needs an additional, intermediary coupling element - two wheels in the original clock, as shown 
in the picture. Its gear friction counteracts to some part the advantage of the parallel axis, and Burgi´s 
extreme skill was necessary for the precision of his clock. A number of different coupling alternatives 
were tried later [1], with no real breakthrough. 

 
The anchor escapement  
The anchor escapement (figure 18) with pendulum or spring combines the advantage of parallel es-
cape wheel and pallet axis (low pressure) with the one of automatic reversal of rotation (no reversal 
energy). 
The pallet glides along the tooth tip in a line contact.  

Later improvements optimized the lubrication cushion at the contact 
line, by proper geometry of the pallets and their separate functions of 
stopping and accelerating.  
A tube gliding (not rolling) on a flat surface would be an everyday 
analogy. 
It should be mentioned here, that as early as 1966 Zheletskov [12] 
argued that the advantage of the anchor escapement over the verge 
escapement was positioning the pallet axis above the crown wheel 
axis, without discussing the geometric or physics background. In the 
same paper the correct differential equation of both oscillators was 

described for the first time, in a basic formulation.    
With the anchor escapement, an accuracy was achieved where secondary influences became im-
portant, and innovative ways for their compensation influenced the further development:  

• sensitivity to feedback drive variation, in turret clocks caused for example by the changing 
rope length, in spring driven clocks by the fading spring power. In both types of clocks, the 
same principle of a cone was used, in turret clocks as a slight taper of the hour wheel barrel 
diameter (found also in some, not in all V&F relicts), in spring driven clocks by use of a fusee 
with chaine. Its ultimate solution was the introduction of remontoirs, acting on the drive wheel 
axis or better close to the escape wheel, excluding stochastic friction effects of the clock gear. 

• sensitivity to change in arc was minimized in the early verge and pendulum clocks by com-
pensating the pendulum center of gravity curve (cycloidal cheeks with filament suspension), 
in later anchor escapements by restriction to small pendulum arcs (< 4 degrees at close to 
negligible arc dependence) and by spring suspension.  

• sensitivity to temperature change could be minimized in the very sensitive V&F by choice of 
arcs just beyond the pallet angle [10]; here sensitivity is caused by a complex interaction be-
tween different parameters, while the expansion of the foliot is negligible. In the pendulum 

Figure 18 [8] 
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clocks thermal expansion of the pendulum staff is important and could be minimized by proper 
choice of material. In spring balances, compensation by use of bimetal elements was applied. 

• sensitivity to changing air pressure and humidity was minimized in pendulum clocks by the 
use of very heavy pendulums, ultimately by operation in closed tanks a constant pressure and 
humidity [13]. 

• Sensitivity to changing feedback from non-constant clock gear was minimized by remontoirs, 
acting at the hour barrel, or better at the escape wheel, ultimately by complete decoupling over 
many periods as in the free pendulum [14]. 

 

The Harrison H4 
In view of the above analysis, it appears surprising that Harrison´s H 4 with its verge and spring 
escapement surpassed its geometrically more advanced predecessors so much in accuracy, as it must 
have suffered from relatively high pressure of the point contact.  

Figure 19 shows snapshots of the con-
tact between tooth and pallet from the 
Redfern animations [10]. 
The realistic perspective along the 
verge axis demonstrates the point 
contact, at left when the inner tooth 
flank drives the pallet rim, at right 
when the pallet plane is driven by the 
outer tooth rim edge. 
Of course, Harrison had extraordi-
nary watchmaking skills, and he in-
vested many years perfecting parts 
and bearings. He also invented or in-
troduced the above-mentioned com-

pensating elements, as bimetallic temperature compensation and escape wheel remontoir.  
Yet the real clue to the achieved accuracy may lie in the choice of diamond as material of the pallets. 
As argued above, wear at a pallet will be much more pronounced than at a tooth. With a metal tooth 
acting on a diamond pallet, there should be practically no wear at the pallet, and the contacting edges 
of the tooth will be honed to microscopic shape for optimum lubrication in a short time – if not formed 
intentionally so by the watch maker. This way, stochastic changes in contact point friction are mini-
mized. 
 

Conclusion 
The model of contact pressure and abrasion induced by it, causing stochastic changes in escapement 
friction and hence oscillation period variation, allows to survey the development of mechanical clocks 
under a uniform physical and geometrical view - from the Verge and Foliot clock to the Verge and 
Pendulum or Verge and Balance clock, and finally to Anchor clocks, and the famous Harrison H4. 

Figure 19 “© www.RedfernAnimation.com”   
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In the verge escapements contact between pallet and tooth is pointwise, due to perpendicular orienta-
tion of their rotation axis. In the anchor escapements contact is along a line, due to parallel orientation 
of the axis. This results in widely different local friction at equal friction energy per period. 
In the pendulum or balance with spring escapements the reversal of rotation is automatic, due to the 
unidirectionality of the gravitational field or to the symmetry of the spring power. In the foliot escape-
ments reversal is accomplished by friction, which necessitates large friction energies per period. 
Geometrical calculation of pointwise contact traces in the verge escapement seem to corroborate well 
with experimental results of abrasion and period variations obtained with a new, turret-sized Verge 
and Foliot clock. 
On the basis of stochastic period variations, fluctuations against standard time observed in an individ-
ual experiment appear as a random walk and clock accuracy should be judged on the basic of a mini-
mum number of individual runs. 
 

FINIS 
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